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ABSTRACT
Increases in the federal funds rate aimed at stabilizing the economy have inevitably been
followed by recessions. Recently, peaks in the federal funds rate have occurred 6–16 months
before the start of recessions; reductions in interest rates apparently occurred too late to prevent
those recessions. Potential leading indicators include measures of labor productivity, labor
utilization, and demand, all of which influence stock market conditions, the return to capital, and
changes in the federal funds rate, among many others. We investigate the dynamics of the spread
between the 10-year Treasury rate and the federal funds rate in order to better understand “when
to ease off the (federal funds) brakes.”
KEYWORDS: Federal Funds Rate; Yield Curve; Monetary Policy; Nonlinear Dynamics;
Takens’ Embedding
JEL CLASSIFICATIONS: C40; C60; E17; E42; E52
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many authors have found the yield curve, specifically the spread between the interest rates on the
10-year Treasury note and the 3-month Treasury bill, to be a useful predictor of recessions
(Estrella and Hardouvelis 1991; Estrella and Mishkin 1996, 1998; Estrella and Trubin 2006; Liu
and Moench 2014). In particular, Liu and Moench (2014) explored combinations of this
spread—the spread lagged six months (that is, the spread six months previous to the date under
consideration)—and one of a variety of other economic variables as predictors. This work raises
several questions: Are there other useful measures of the yield curve? Is the six-month lag
optimal? Can one reconstruct a business cycle from yield curve data? Can the prediction
algorithm inform control of the (monetary side of) the economy to “prevent” recessions?
Here we address these issues using tools from mathematical dynamics, in particular the Takens’
(1981) embedding theorem (see also Broomhead and King [1986] and Sauer, Yorke, and
Casdagli [1991]) and nonlinear smoothing (locally weighted scatterplot smoothing, or lowess)
(Cleveland 1979; Cleveland and Devlin 1988) as implemented by Warnes et al. (2016) in the
computer language R (R Core Team 2017) for separation of time scales (Kreiss 1979; Zhang,
Mykland, and Aït-Sahalia 2005; Brackbill and Cohen 2014). The use of the spread as a predictor
of recessions suggests that the spread (or its components) is a useful observable in the language
of control theory (c.f., Hermann and Krener 1977). While control theory has antecedents from
the 19th century (Maxwell 1868), contemporary antecedents begin with Kalman (1960), and
Kalman, Falb, and Arbib (1969), who developed an efficient linear updating procedure with
broad application.
Estrella and Trubin (2006) describe how monetary policy and investor expectations affect the
slope of the yield curve. They explain,
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a tightening of monetary policy usually means a rise in shortterm interest rates, typically intended to lead to a reduction in
inflationary pressures. … Whereas short-term interest rates are
relatively high as a result of the tightening, long-term rates
tend to reflect longer term expectations and rise by less than
short-term rates. The monetary tightening both slows down the
economy and flattens (or even inverts) the yield curve.
Changes in investor expectations can also change the slope of
the yield curve [defined by these authors as the difference
between the 10-year rate and the 3-month rate]. Consider that
expectations of future short-term interest rates are related to
future real demand for credit and to future inflation.

As a consequence, Estrella and Hardouvelis (1991) observed that the “slope of the yield curve is
a good predictor 4 quarters ahead of a recession.”
More recently, Bauer and Mertens (2018) defined the yield curve as the difference between the
10-year and the 1-year rates. As quoted in Phillips (2018), this yield curve “correctly signaled all
nine recessions since 1955 and had only one false positive, in the mid-1960s, when an inversion
was followed by an economic slowdown but not an official recession.”
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 proposes a reconceived spread and its
predictive ability; section 3 undertakes nonlinear dynamics of the spread via Takens’ embedding
after separation of time scales; section 4 discusses why dimension 2 is reasonable; and section 5
concludes with a discussion of limitations and implications for future research.

2. SPREAD VERSUS FEDERAL FUNDS RATE
Motivated by control theory, we propose and consider here a modified definition of the spread,
namely the 10-year rate minus the effective federal funds rate. In terms of the Fed monthly time
series:
Spread = 10-year rate – effective federal funds rate
= GS10 – FEDFUNDS

(1)
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Unless otherwise noted, the terms “yield curve” and “spread” shall refer to this definition. Note
that this spread was one of the variables considered but rejected by Liu and Moench (2014).
Whereas the Fed only controls the 3-month rate indirectly, it does essentially directly control the
effective federal funds rate, which may thus be regarded as a control variable in the language of
control theory (figure 1A). In addition, the Fed exerts at least indirect control over the 10-year
rate through control of the balance sheet and, in particular, the mix of government refinancing.
Finally, there is a close relationship between the federal funds rate (FEDFUNDS) and the 3month rate (TB3MS), as shown in figure 1, so that this spread is closely related to the more
traditional spread.
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o the Effective Federa
al Funds Ratte in Definin
ng the Spreead
Figure 1. The Role of
A. A Con
ntrol Theorry View

B. Comp
parison of Effective
E
Feederal Funds Rate and 3-month Trreasury Billl Rate
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C. Correelation Betw
ween Federa
al Funds Ra
ate and 3-moonth Treasu
ury Bill Ratte

B) Recessions shaded
s
in gray
y.
Notes: (B
(C
C) TB3MS versus FEDFUND
DS, 1955-2018. Red indicatess last 30 years,, namely 1989--2018. Regresssion
lin
ne for last 30 years
y
using lm function in R:
FEDFU
UNDS = 0.918  TB3MS + 0.022,
0
R2 = 0.9991, p < 2.210016.
Fo
or the full seriees,
FEDFU
UNDS = 0.850  TB3MS + 0.350,
0
R2 = 0.9779, p < 2.210016.
Sources: (B) Reprinted with
w permission
n of Federal Reeserve Bank off St. Louis. FR
RED Graphs (2019)
(C) Data from FRED,
F
retrieveed 1/13/2019.

Moreoveer, the spread
d between th
he 10-year Trreasury consstant maturitty rate (GS100) and the
effective federal fund
ds rate (FED
DFUNDS) deefined in equuation (1) is as effective as both the uusual
definition
n of the spreead (GS10  3-month Treeasury bill: ssecondary m
market rate [T
TB3MS]) annd the
spread beetween GS10
0 and the 1-y
year Treasurry constant m
maturity ratee (GS1) in prredicting
recession
ns in the last 50 years, an
nd in fact gav
ve a sharperr signal of thhe dot-com bbubble recesssion
in the earrly 2000s (seee figure 2 and
a table 1, below).
b
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2 Time Seriies of Threee Versions of
o the Spreaad
Figure 2.

Source: Monthly
M
data fro
om FRED, retrrieved 1/9/2019
9. Reprinted w
with permissionn of the Federall Reserve Bankk of
St. Louis.
Notes: 10--year Treasury constant maturrity rate (GS10
0)  effective fe
federal funds raate (FEDFUND
DS) (blue); GS10 
3-month Treasury bill: seecondary market rate (TB3MS) (red); GS100  1-year Treaasury constant m
maturity rate (G
GS1)
(green)

Table 1. Sensitivity of Three Veersions of th
he Spread
Spread
1955–67
1
10-year Treasury
T
con
nstant
Missed
M
both
h recessions iin the
maturity rate (GS10) 
1950s
effective federal fund
ds rate
NDS)
(FEDFUN
GS10  3-month
3
Treasury
Missed
M
both
h recessions iin the
bill: seco
ondary markeet rate
1950s
(TB3MS)
GS10  1-year
1
Treasury
100 percent
constant maturity rate (GS1)

19668–present
1000 percent

Misssed recessioon in 1990s,
slow
w to signal ddot-com
receession in 20001
1000 percent, buut slow to
signnal dot-com recession inn
20001

We next study the tem
mporal evolu
ution of the spread GS100  FEDFUN
NDS, as shoown in equation
(1), using
g techniquess from nonlin
near dynamics.
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3. NONLINEAR DYNAMICS OF THE SPREAD VIA TAKENS’ EMBEDDING AFTER
SEPARATION OF TIME SCALES
Since the spread GS10  FEDFUNDS, as defined in equation (1) appears to be a useful predictor
of recessions (c.f., Estrella and Hardouvelis 1991; Estrella and Mishkin 1996, 1998; Estrella and
Trubin 2006; Liu and Moench 2014; Bauer and Mertens 2018), one may consider it to be an
observable in the sense of control theory.
This observation leads to asking whether one can reconstruct (at least a useful part of) the
dynamics of the US economy from the dynamics of the yield curve, using the Takens’
embedding theorem. In particular, we use Takens’ embedding and lag plots to model the
dynamics of the yield curve, the latter following the program corrDim in the package fractal in R
(Constantine and Percival 2017). The lag in Takens’ embedding is determined using the first
zero crossing of the autocorrelation, and is notably longer than the six-month and twelve-month
lags used in Liu and Moench (2014). Lag plots of smoothed data can uncover significant linear
and nonlinear patterns in data (c.f., Takens 1981; Sauer, Yorke, and Casdagli 1991; Hastings et
al. 1996; Sauer 2006), while the Takens’ embedding theorem shows that lagged data of one
signal suffices to produce an embedding of n-dimensional dynamics (Takens 1981; Grassberger
and Procaccia 1983; Sauer, Yorke, and Casdagli 1991; Sauer 2006).

3.1 Overview of Mathematical Concepts
Dynamical systems
The term “dynamical systems” refers to describing the temporal evolution of complex
(dynamical) systems, usually by employing differential equations or difference equations. The
state of a dynamical system at any given time can be represented by a vector in an appropriate
state space. Its temporal evolution is thus represented by a trajectory in a state space; thus the
state at any time is given by a tuple of real numbers (a vector) in an appropriate state space.
Casdagli (1991) reviews the use of dynamical systems in modeling input-output systems.
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Attractor
Roughly speaking, an attractor for a dynamical system is a closed subset A of its state space
toward which trajectories in a neighborhood of the attractor tend to evolve, even if slightly
perturbed (Milnor 2006). For example, the state space of a physical system may consist of
positions and momenta of its components. The state space of an economic system may consist of
variables such as the inflation rate, unemployment rate, gross domestic product, interest rates,
etc. The business cycle can be considered as a trajectory in such an economic state space.
Thus, the first challenge in describing and understanding the dynamics of a complex system is to:
(a) find and identify a suitable finite-dimensional state space (if one exists);
(b) find and characterize an attractor within that state space (if one exists); and finally,
(c) describe the temporal evolution of the system on the attractor.
Even a good approximation can be useful. In many cases, the Takens’ embedding theorem (see
also Broomhead and King [1986] and Sauer, Yorke, and Casdagli [1991]) is a useful starting
point. The Takens’ embedding theorem states that one can reconstruct an n-dimensional attractor
for a dynamical system through plotting sequences of lagged observations
2 ,…,

2

,

,

of one signal (coordinate, observable) from that attractor (Sauer [2006]; see

also supplemental material to Sugihara et al. [2012]) for an appropriate time lag . Even without
knowing n, these lag plots can convey useful information about the attractor.
Correlation Dimension
The complexity of an attractor can be characterized by its correlation dimension. The correlation
dimension is a natural generalization of familiar formulas for area and volume. The area of
simple two-dimensional (2D) geometric objects is represented by the product of two linear
length

dimensions, for example,

width for a rectangle and

for a (solid) circle.

The volume of simple three-dimensional (3D) geometric objects is represented by the product of
three linear dimensions, for example,
parallelepiped and
boundary of) a circle is

4/3

length

width

height for a rectangular

for a (solid) sphere. Finally, since the circumference of (the
2

, the boundary is one dimensional. The natural dimension of
9

attractors reconstructed by the Takens’ embedding theorem, which are simply sets of points, is
an exponent

for which the number of points within a distance

of a typical point scales is:

~

(2)

Note that the correlation dimension need not be an integer since it is an example of a fractal
dimension. The use of the correlation dimension to characterize an attractor is known as the
Grassberger-Procaccia (1983) algorithm (c.f., Grassberger [2007] for a review).
Application of these methods to time series data is limited by the length of the time series.
Eckmann and Ruelle (1992) show “that values of the correlation dimension estimated over a
decade from the Grassberger-Procaccia algorithm cannot exceed the value 2 log10N if N is the
number of points in the time series.”
3.2 The Time Lag
In general, there is no optimal time lag

for attractor reconstruction via the Takens’ embedding

theorem. We have used one of the standard methods, namely, the first zero of the autocorrelation
function: the correlation of

and

. For example, if

periodic function with period , this method finds the time lag
⁄4

sin 2

⁄

. We found

cos 2

⁄

, a simple

⁄4. Note that

26 months for the time series of monthly spread data

from 1955 to 2018 (GS10  FEDFUNDS, 768 points), using the “timelag” program in the fractal
package in R (Constantine and Percival 2017).
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Figure 3. Autocorreelation of th
he Spread GS10
G
 FEDF
FUNDS

3.3. Corrrelation Dim
mension of the
t Spread
Using thee program co
orrDim in th
he package fractal
fr
in R (C
Constantine and Percivaal 2017) to
explore the dynamicss, we presen
nt the output in table 2.
Table 2. Dynamics of
o the Sprea
ad: Output from the Prrogram corrrDim
Correlatiion dimensio
on for GS10 – FEDFUND
DS (586 poiints, time lagg 26, L-inf m
metric)
Embeddiing dimensio
on
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Correlatiion dimensio
on
1.101 1.939 2.632
2
2.6441 3.585 3.487 3.5004 3.521
(invarian
nt estimate)

The correelation dimeension approached 3.5 in
n embeddingg dimension 8, with a lagg of 26 montths
(using the first zero crossing
c
of th
he autocorreelation functiion, shown iin figure 3, bbelow), yieldding
a tangled
d lag plot in two
t dimensiions (figure 5A,
5 below). Given the liimited amouunt of data, w
we
elected to
o detrend and somewhatt smooth the data, with aan aim to dettermining dyynamics on a
reasonable time scalee by removin
ng shorter-teerm “noise” and any longger-term trennd. We thereefore
next smo
oothed the sp
pread time seeries with low
wess (Cleveeland 1979; C
Cleveland annd Devlin 19988)
as implem
mented in R (Warnes et al. 2016). Frrequent sharrp peaks andd falls of econnomic time
series maay be attribu
uted to noise.. The use of lowess perfoorms a nonliinear separattion of time
11

scales so that Takens’ embedding focuses on an empirically appropriate timescale, yielding a
2D attractor in 3D space.
3.4 Smoothed Data
A graph of the time series of the spread (figure 2) suggests a time scale of 7–10 years for a full
“cycle” and thus the 26-month lag above approximates a quarter of the cycle. For reference,
consider a sine wave of period T, represented by the formula:
2 ⁄

cosine wave

2 ⁄

. The corresponding

is uncorrelated with the sine wave (the integral over any whole

number of periods

2 ⁄

period, namely ⁄4:

2 ⁄

2 ⁄

0) and lags the sine wave by a quarter

2 ⁄

⁄2

2 ⁄

⁄4 . In

order to better focus on dynamics over this time scale, we introduce the use of lowess smoothing,
a nonlinear smoothing technique, to effect a separation of time scales.
In addition to lowess, there are several standard algorithms to highlight essential features that are
hidden by the noise, e.g., moving averages and Gaussian filters (c.f., Hyndman 2011) and
wavelets (c.f., Yi, Li, and Zhao 2012). We used lowess rather than moving averages for
detrending because: (1) the trend (dynamic on scales > 7–10 years) may be nonlinear and
subtracting a moving average would assume a linear trend; and (2) smoothing the “very fast”
dynamics on scales < 26 months might be accomplished by lowess or more local smoothing
techniques (e.g., Gaussian filters). We chose lowess because it is also used to remove the trend.
In sum, we study smoothed, detrended dynamics as follows:
a. Detrending, where the trend is computed using a lowess smoother (using default
parameters in the gplot package in R [Warnes et al. 2016]);
b. Smoothing (lowess, with lowess parameter f=.05);
c. Computing the correlation dimension, using the program corrDim in the package
fractal in R (Constantine and Percival 2017).
This process is summarized in figure 4 and the resulting dynamics are shown in figure 5B. Note
the same 26-month lag, but now the correlation dimension stabilizes at 2 (table 3).
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4 Detrendin
ng and Smo
oothing the Time
T
Seriess of the Spreead GS10  FEDFUND
DS
Figure 4.
(768 poin
nts)
A. The Original
O
Tim
me Series off the Spread
d GS10  FE
EDFUNDS

B. The Long-term
L
Trend
T
(green
n line) Deteermined by llowess
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C. The Detrended
D
Spread
S

D. The Smoothed,
S
Detrended
D
Spread
S
(a seecond appliccation of low
wess), Show
wn as a Greeen
Curve Su
uperimposeed on the Deetrended Sp
pread

14

S
Detrended
D
Spectrum
S
ass a Predictorr of Recessiions
E. The Smoothed,

Notes:
N
(A) The time series of the
t spread GS1
10  FEDFUN
NDS (768 pointts); (B) The trennd (green line))
fo
ound using low
wess; (C) The detrended
d
spreaad (note changee in vertical scale); (D) The ssmoothed, detrended
sp
pread (green lin
ne), found usin
ng lowess with
0.05; (E)) decrease of thhe smoothed deetrended spreadd
beelow 1 percen
nt forecasts reccessions startin
ng in 1968 (starrting dates of N
NBER recessioons are shown iin red,
daata from FRED
D using the mid
dpoint method))
So
ource: https://ffred.stlouisfed.org/series/USR
RECM, retrievved 1/9/2019.

Table 3. Dynamics of
o the Smoo
othed, Detreended Spreaad: Output from the Prrogram
corrDim
m
Correlatiion dimensio
on for GS10m
minusFEDFU
UNDS_detrrended (586 ppoints, time lag 26, L-innf
metric)
Embeddiing dimensio
on
Correlatiion dimensio
on
(invarian
nt estimate)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.976 1.607 1.565 1.9886 2.057 2.051 2.2556 2.503
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Figure 5A.
5 Lag Plo
ots of the Spread GS10  FEDFUN
NDS
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Figure 5B.
5 The Smo
oothed, Detrrended Spreead

Notes:
N
Lag plotts of the spread
d GS10  FED
DFUNDS (figurre 5A) and the smoothed, dettrended spread
(ffigure 5B), both
h projected into
o two dimensio
ons. The correllation dimensioons of the corrresponding attrractors
arre 3.5 (the sprread) and 2 (tthe smoothed, detrended
d
spreead). The generral direction off motion along the
atttractor is coun
nterclockwise. Starting
S
dates of
o recessions aare shown by colored markerss as in table 4.
So
ource: NBER,, FRED data seeries USRECM
M, retrieved 1/99/2019.
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A and 5B: Sttarting Datees of Recesssions
Table 4. Legend forr Figures 5A

Hence, itt appears we can capturee cyclic dynaamics with thhe spread, peerhaps indicating the
credit/liq
quidity cycle in the macroeconomic system
s
(Kinddelberger 20006; Minskyy 1986).

ON  2 IS REASONAB
R
BLE
4. WHY DIMENSIO
We now consider wh
hether and why
w the dimension is aboout 2, lookingg at both Liuu and Moencch’s
(2014) prredictive mo
odels, and tw
wo dynamicaal models: thhe Goodwin ((1967) modeel and the m
more
recent Baar-Yam et all. (2017) model.
Liu and Moench
M
(2014) used the nonlinear probit model (c.f., Sperm
mann 2008) too develop
predictorrs of future recessions
r
an
nd found thatt “usual” sprread (10 yeaar minus 3 m
months, that iis
GS10  TB3MS)
T
and
d six-month lagged spreaad were optiimal for preddicting recesssions withinn
time horiizons of 6–24 months. The
T probit mo
odel aims to forecast thee probabilityy that a recesssion
will occu
ur under giveen conditions. Moreoverr, Liu and M oench used a receiver opperating
characterristic (ROC) curve to evaaluate the prredictive abillity of a giveen model; thhe area underr the
ROC currve describess the tradeofff between th
he sensitivityy and specifiicity as the ccriterion
(probabillity level) in predicting a recession in
n a probit m
model. They oobserve that additional
predictorrs—beyond spread
s
(10 year
y minus 3 months) andd 6-month laagged spreadd—added veery
little to th
he ROC curv
ve, suggestin
ng that the reelevant dynaamics could be largely caaptured in
dimensio
on  2.
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The Goodwin model (a two-variable model) combines Lotka-Volterra predator-prey dynamics1
with an exponential growth term. Lotka-Volterra dynamics yield neutrally stable cycles, so
Goodwin-Lotka-Volterra dynamics are not structurally stable and may thus exhibit complex
responses to noise (Velupillai 1979; Pohjola 1981; Flaschel 1984; Boldrin and Woodford 1990;
Desai et al. 2006; Veneziani and Mohun 2006). A neutrally stable cycle is a one-dimensional
object (like a circle). A cycle, with amplitude varying randomly within bounds, will generate
trajectories in an annulus of dimension = 2. Lotka-Volterra dynamics density-dependent growth
plus noise is readily seen to generate noise-driven limit cycles of dimension  2, as seen below.
Equations for the noise-driven cycle with jump processes can be given as:
Capital, prey:

1

Labor, predator:

(3)

Figure 6 shows the typical results of such a simulation, integrated with the Euler-Maruyama
algorithm, a standard algorithm for numerical integration of stochastic differential equations
(Higham 2001).

1

Lotka (1924); see also the reviews by Hoppensteadt (2006) and Baigent (2010). Barbosa, Filho, and Taylor (2006)
combine similar dynamic combined with growth. In the terminology of Lotka-Volterra models, the workers’ share is
the “predator” and the capital share the “prey” (Veneziani and Mohun 2006; Huu,Nguyen, and Costa-Lima 2014).
See also Harvie (2000) and Stockhammer and Michell (2016) for Goodwin dynamics.
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Figure 6.
6 Lotka-Vo
olterra Dyna
amics with Noise
N

Notes: Lefft: Time series.. Prey denoted X1 (solid blacck line), predatoors X2 (dashedd red line). Rigght: Dynamics in the
X1-X2 statte space. The correlation
c
dim
mension stabilizzes at 2.

Here we can see both
h of the cycliic dynamics indicative oof somethingg like the creedit/liquidityy
cycles, ass well as jum
mp processess, capturing excess volattility not acccounted for inn the baselinne
model. Such dynamiccs indicate an
a approximaately 2D moodel may serv
rve well to acccount for
baseline macro-attracctors.
Bar-Yam
m et al. (2017
7) model an investment
i
and
a consumpption cycle, which is rouughly analoggous
to Goodw
win dynamiccs, but more complex. As they state: “Thus the m
models descrribe econom
mic
and moneetary dynam
mics distinguiishing two primary
p
monnetary loops (1) consumpption and waages,
and (2) in
nvestment an
nd returns (rrents). Such a frameworkk is manifestt, for example, in the
Goodwin
n (1967) mod
del and also the Kalecki (1954) moddel, used to ddescribe maccroeconomicc
oscillatio
ons called ‘bu
usiness cycles.’” We theerefore decidded to study the descripttion of cycles of
investmeent and consu
umption thatt led to the Bar-Yam
B
et aal. model.
c
n time series data from FR
RED (top) aand detrendeed
Figure 7 shows invesstment and consumption
investmeent and consu
umption dataa (bottom); that
t is, it shoows ratios off investmentt and
consump
ption to expo
onential trend
ds in the resp
pective data.. Consumptiion grew at aan annual ratte of
0.253 perrcent after in
nflation and seasonal adjjustment (R2 = 0.913); innvestment grrew at an
average annual
a
rate of
o 0.648 perccent (R2 = 0..597, reflectiing larger fluuctuations abbout the
exponenttial trend line). As shown
n by Bar-Yaam et al. (20 17), investm
ment shows qquasicyclic
20

behavior, peaking just before recessions. Takens’ embedding following lowess smoothing and
separation of time scales also yields dimension 2 (figure 8).
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7 Investmeent and Con
nsumption Time
T
Seriess: Investmen
nt and Conssumption, R
Raw
Figure 7A.
Data

Figure 7B.
7 Investmeent and Con
nsumption Data
D
Detren
nded by Firrst Removin
ng Exponenttial
Trends in
i the Data (through 20
018Q2), then
n Normalizeed by Ratioo to Trend L
Line

Sources: U.S.
U Bureau off Economic An
nalysis, Real Grross Private Doomestic Investm
ment [GPDIC11], and U.S. Buureau
of Econom
mic Analysis, Real
R Personal Consumption
C
Expenditures [P
PCECC96], retrrieved from FR
RED, Federal
Reserve Baank of St. Louiis; https://fred.stlouisfed.org//series/GPDIC11 and
https://fred
d.stlouisfed.org
g/series/PCECC
C96, respectiveely, January 144, 2019.
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8 Lag Plots of Rescaled
d Investmen
nt, lag = 6 (aarbitrary un
nits): No Further
Figure 8.
Processing (left) and
d after loweess Detrendiing and Sm oothing (rigght)

Notes: Red
d mark at rightt indicates startt of dynamics (earliest
(
points)). Note compleex dynamics beefore lowess
processing
g, and smootherr dynamics (refflecting dimen
nsion  2) after processing.

In summary, the dim
mension analy
ysis of the sp
pread, follow
wing lowess separation oof time scalees,
yields ressults (dimen
nsion  2) consistent with
h those of tyypical simplified econom
mic models. A
As
considereed, both yielld measures of the monetary base rellative to matturity class aas well as
macroeco
onomic aggrregate flows of investmeent and consuumption, andd both seem
m to pick up ssuch
cyclical dynamics,
d
su
uggestive off competitivee business cyycles in a finnancial econoomy.
Finally, we
w consider Sugihara caausality (Sug
gihara et al. 22012) from tthe yield currve to GDP
growth. Our
O abstract with a studeent-lead auth
hor (Wang, Y
Young-Taft, and Hastinggs 2018) fouund
evidence for Sugiharra causality from
f
the yielld curve (GS
S10–FEDFU
UNDS) to GD
DP growth (nnote
increasin
ng correlation
n with increaasing “librarry size” [num
mber of poinnts used in deetermining
correlatio
on] in figure 9, left), as well
w as evideence for a cyycle in causaality with peaaks at time
offsets off ±7–10 quarrters in addittion to the peak at lag 0 (see figure 99, right). Note there is ann
importan
nt policy conssequence: th
he effect of changing
c
thee spread uponn growth maay not peak ffor
7–10 quaarters.
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Figure 9. Causality from the Yield Curve to GDP Growth (left-hand side) and the Effect of
Time Offset (tp) on Correlation

Cross Map Skill (Correlation) by tp
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Notes: In the left-hand graph, note increasing correlation with increasing “library size” (number of points used in
determining correlation). In the right-hand graph, note peaks at ± 7-10.

We conclude with some discussion of our results, including limitations and potential for future
work.

5. DISCUSSION
In this paper we studied the dynamics of the yield curve followed by suitable detrending and
separation of time scales via lowess smoothing resulting in quasicyclic dynamics. One standard
approach to Takens’ (1981) embedding found the first zero of autocorrelation at a lag of 26
months, and a “macroeconomic attractor” of dimension  2. The 26-month lag was shown to be
consistent with the lag associated with monetary effects on the macroeconomy using Sugihara
causality. We plan to extend the use of dynamic time series analysis in monetary and
macroeconomic analysis, pointing the way toward future applications across variables and
economic settings, including: (1) sectoral analysis; (2) analysis of yield curves with multiple
maturities; (3) market microstructure analysis of Treasury issuance and limit order and order
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books; (4) inclusion of various yields of different financial instruments in a multivariate exercise;
and (5) comparison between and across countries, undertaken perhaps under the null hypothesis
of  2 dimensional dynamics.
Limitations
Although we find this approach and results to be interesting, substantive, and demonstrative,
potential attractor dynamics and topology via variable selection and modeling regimes still
remain to be explored. One may also need to consider velocity (derivatives) of variables in
variables themselves, as well as multidimensional embedding (Barnard, Aldrich, and Gerber
2001), data-driven equation-free approaches (Ye et al. 2015), and alternative filtering
techniques—such as Takens-Kalman filtering (Hamilton, Berry, and Sauer 2016, 2017)—in
order to generate fundamental, core predictive dynamical models.
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